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Exploring what’s possible 
University team harnesses the power of stem cells to repair 
the brain and spinal cord  

For years, doctors treating patients who had brain or spinal cord injury faced a terrible impasse.

“It was always considered impossible to regenerate damaged brain or spinal cells,” says University  
of Minnesota assistant professor and neurosurgeon Ann Parr, M.D., Ph.D. 

For a person who had been in an accident or suffered a stroke, crushed neurons or blood-deprived 
brain tissue meant uncertain recovery and the possibility that loss of function, like walking or 
speaking, would be permanent. 

But the thinking about brain injury has 
begun to change, in particular with the 
latest advances in stem cell research. 
Today’s stem cell technologies involve 
a wide range of naturally occurring and 
engineered cells, and they’re altering 
the outlook on restoring the highly 
specialized brain and spinal cord. 

In the Medical School’s Department 
of Neurosurgery, a new group of 
researchers is focused on stem cells  
and how their astounding capabilities 
may be harnessed to help patients 
regain function.

Scientist Walter Low, Ph.D., the 
department’s associate head for 
research, has long been interested in 
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Stem cell research by University of Minnesota neurosurgeon  
Ann Parr, M.D., Ph.D., offers hope that nerve damage caused by 
devastating spinal cord injuries may one day be repairable.
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how stem cells might minimize brain damage 
following a stroke. His research involves using 
stem cells that exist in umbilical cord blood 
from the placentas of newborn babies to help 
repair the brain after an injury. 

Low’s group found that a subset of stem cells 
from cord blood is capable of differentiating into 
precursors of neural cells in the brain. He was 
amazed by how the cells repaired brain tissue in 
animal models.

“We’ve found that if we give stem cells two days 
after a stroke, we can reduce the infarct volume 
by 50 percent,” he says. (An infarct is a lesion 
left behind in the brain after it’s been deprived 
of blood and oxygen.)

That’s a tremendous opportunity, he points out. 
A typical emergency room treatment for stroke 
is the clot-busting drug tPA, which can restore 
blood flow to brain tissue if it’s given within just 
three to four hours of a stroke. 

A stem cell therapy may increase the window in  
which treatment can be given. 

Low says these cells seem not only to regenerate 
neural cells, but also to have a protective effect 
on the vulnerable area of the brain around the 
site of the stroke.

“We could conceivably preserve a lot of brain 
tissue with the administration of these cells,”  
he says. 

Low’s next steps involve validating the research 
findings and beginning to work out parameters 
to determine, for example, how many stem cells 

might be needed to be an effective therapy for  
a person who’s had a stroke.

“Ultimately,” he says, “we’d like to scale up for a 
clinical trial.”

Reprogramming cells 
Neurosurgeon Parr became interested in the 
potential of stem cells as she treated patients who 
had suffered life-altering spinal cord injuries.

“They’re very often young people,” she says, 
“and their lives have been turned inside out.”

In studies of rats with spinal injuries, she found 
that an infusion of neural stem cells, those 
capable of becoming brain cells, could restore 
motor function. Most of those stem cells turned 
into one specific type of neural cell called 
oligodendrocytes, which produce the insulating, 
fatty myelin sheath that protects the nerves.

It’s not clear yet whether the stem cells protect 
damaged nerves from toxins or provide new 
insulation for the nerves, Parr says. The cells 
may even offer a healthy surface for regrowing 
nerves, she says. 

The cells’ beneficial effect prompted Parr’s 
upcoming research. She is developing the 
technology to produce oligodendrocyte 
progenitor cells, cellular precursors to the 
mature oligodendrocytes, which potentially can 
be used as therapy. Her research involves taking 
a patient’s own skin cells, called fibroblasts, and 
genetically converting them back into stem cells, 
in essence “turning off” their former genetic 
identity, Parr says. Then she’ll steer the cells to 
develop into oligodendrocyte progenitor cells.

“Brain and spinal cord injuries are so devastating 
to patients, and there’s very little we can offer 
them,” Parr says. “Our goal with all of these 
studies is to bring treatments to the clinic where 
they may provide patients with new hope.”

Redirecting the body’s own cells 
Another line of research by endovascular 
neurosurgeon Andrew Grande, M.D., is 
addressing the best way to access those 
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minimize long-term 
damage caused  
by a stroke. 
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potentially life-changing neural stem cells that 
are found in certain areas of the brain.

Grande is investigating using a microcatheter 
threaded into the brain to steer naturally occur-
ring neural stem cells from areas known as the 
subventricular zone and the hippocampus to the 
area where a stroke has occurred.

“There’s a constantly replenishing source of 
neurogenerating stem cells in these areas, and 
the body knows what to do with them,” says 
Grande, who joined the University in September 
after receiving the prestigious William P. Van 
Wagenen Fellowship, an award for a top resident 
pursuing academic medicine. “The question is, 
can we somehow lasso this capability and direct 
these cells elsewhere to produce new neurons  
in an area of injury?” 

The microcatheter may be useful in a range of 
stem cell therapy techniques, Grande says. He 
currently uses microcatheters to diagnose stroke 
and to deliver clot-busting drugs in tiny blood 
vessels. But he’s interested in developing new 
ways to deliver stem cell therapies to the brain 
during neurosurgery. 

“With my particular 
clinical background,” 
he says, “this is some-
thing unique I hope 
to bring to stem cell 
therapy.”

Where doctors have 
had little help to offer 
people with brain 
injuries, the horizon is 
growing brighter. Parr 
notes that scientists 
need to pursue these 
research avenues with 
great care, looking for 
adverse effects and 
possible complications before these advances 
can move to human clinical trials.

“Patients ask me, how close are we to discovering 
treatments? I think we’re getting close,” she 
says. “In the next few years there will be some 
treatments, especially for patients whose spinal 
injuries are new. This field is moving very quickly.”
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Make an IRA gift with major tax benefits

There is still time to take advantage of the 
Tax Relief Act signed into law last year and 
make the most of your charitable donations. 
You can make a gift of up to $100,000 
directly from your IRA to the Minnesota 
Medical Foundation (MMF) for research on 
brain, nerve, and muscle disorders at the 
University of Minnesota and avoid paying 
income tax on the amount of your gift. But 
the extended IRA Charitable Rollover 
option is set to expire on December 31, 2011.

These rules apply to IRA Charitable Rollovers:

•	 Only	IRAs	are	eligible	(other	types	 
of retirement accounts are not).  

•	 The	donor	must	be	over	age	70 1/2½.
•	 The	gift	must	come	directly	from	the	IRA	

custodian to MMF. 
•	 The	maximum	amount	allowed	is	$100,000	 

per year, per donor. 
•	 Gifts	cannot	fund	a	charitable	remainder	

trust or gift annuity.
•	 Tax	deductions	are	not	available	when	

completing an IRA Charitable Rollover.

If you are not eligible to make a gift through 
the IRA Charitable Rollover option, you can 
still support brain, nerve, and muscle disease 
research at the University by naming MMF as  
a beneficiary in your estate plans.

To learn more, contact 
MMF’s gift planning 
team at 612-625-1440, 
800-922-1663, or 
giftplanning@mmf.
umn.edu.

Andrew Grande, M.D., is 
investigating new ways to 
deliver stem cell therapies  
to the brain during surgery.



Imagine if a simple blood test could identify  
a person’s risk of developing a serious mental 
illness such as schizophrenia. Long before the 
patient had a psychotic episode, doctors would 
be able to intervene early and stave off the 
onset of disease. 

Researchers at the University are doing more 
than simply imagining such an invaluable 
diagnostic tool. 

S. Charles Schulz, M.D., head of the psychiatry 
department, last fall received a grant from 
Myriad RBM to launch the Proteomic Diagnostic 
Test for Schizophrenia, a project designed to 
test the blood of individuals who have prodrome 
syndrome—a set of early symptoms indicating 
the possible onset of mental illness—as well as 
those who have had a first episode of psychosis. 
Researchers theorize that heightened levels of 
certain blood proteins might be evidence of 
impending illness. 

“This study could lead to a significant aid in 
the diagnosis of mental illness,” says Shauna 
Overgaard, research supervisor for the study.  
“It could assist in the identification of the neural 
basis of schizophrenia, and it could also serve 
as a possible opportunity for intervention to 
preempt disabling behavioral symptoms.” 

University practitioners have a long-standing 
commitment to working with patients in the 
earliest stages of mental illness. Two years ago, 
with support from a $150,000 gift from the Wells 
Family Fund of the Minneapolis Foundation, 
they launched the AHEAD (Adolescents and 
Young Adults at High Risk Due to Emotional and 
Academic Difficulties) Clinic, which provides not 

just early intervention assessment and care for 
patients, but also outreach and education. 

“Increasing understanding about the prodrome 
of schizophrenia is the goal of our community 
outreach,” says AHEAD Clinic program 
coordinator Tiffany Reis. “This illness shares 
similar symptoms with other mental health 
illnesses, so it’s not uncommon for it to be 
misdiagnosed as depression, anxiety, or 
substance abuse.” 

Sanjiv Kumra, M.D., a child and adolescent 
psychiatrist who leads the AHEAD Clinic, 
believes early intervention is critical to treatment.

“The primary focus in psychiatry 
today is treating people once they 
have an established illness,” he says. 
“The paradigm shift here, however, is 
to identify people in the prodromal 
phase. If we catch it in early stages, it 
looks like we can delay the onset of 
disease, or even possibly cure it.”

Early results indicate that the clinic’s approach 
is working; Kumra estimates that only 15 to 
20 percent of the people seen there go on to 
develop a serious mental illness. 

“It’s exciting to imagine the impact the proteomic 
study may have on our understanding of major 
mental illnesses,” says Reis. “In turn, this new-
found knowledge will further strengthen clinical 
care programs such as the AHEAD Clinic.”
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Early intervention
Research team hopes a simple blood test will help identify 
biomarkers for serious mental illness



For neurologist Arthur Klassen, M.D., teaching is a 
lifelong passion.

Now a professor emeritus, Klassen spent 37 years 
on the University of Minnesota Medical School’s 
Neurology Department faculty. During that time, 
he served as acting chair, built a brain blood-
flow lab, and established one of the nation’s first 
stroke intensive care units.

“But I still think of training medical students and 
residents as being among the most significant and 
lasting things I’ve done,” says Klassen, who also 
led the department’s residency program.

Klassen believes that one of the critical places 
where young clinicians learn is far from campus. 
Attending a national conference such as the 
annual meeting of the American Academy of 
Neurology is not only a training program require-
ment, but it’s also a key career move, he says.

“The national conferences are where residents are 
exposed to the tremendous breadth of current 
research in the field,” he says. “They have the 
opportunity to hear the major minds of neurology 
giving lectures and discussing recent findings. And  
they have a chance to present their own research.”

These conferences also provide young neurolo-
gists with a place to network.

And as state funding for residency programs  
has tightened over the past few years, Klassen 
saw a chance to secure that opportunity for 
neurology residents. 

At first, he intended to give a modest gift to help 
out. Then he realized a sizeable donation could 
have a more enduring effect, so he gave $50,000 
to create the Neurology Resident Educational 
Travel Fund.

“My hope was to seed a larger effort,” he says. 
“I really envisioned it as the beginning of a 
fundraising project that will hopefully become a 
permanent source of money to support this part 
of their training.”  

His donation initiated a larger-scale effort to raise  
$300,000 for an endowed fund that will enable up  
to six residents a year to travel to key conferences.

“The neurology program is one of the premier 
in the country and always has been,” he says. 
“We have top-notch residents, many of whom go 
on to academic careers. Funding their ability to 
attend these national conferences is more than 
worthwhile—it’s providing them with the next 
level of opportunity.”

professor emeritus starts campaign to help neurology 
residents attend national conferences

To contribute to 
the Neurology 
Resident 
Educational Travel 
Fund, visit www.
mmf.umn.edu/
giveto/klassen 
or contact Tracy 
Ketchem at 
612-625-1906 or 
t.ketchem@mmf.
umn.edu.

Help the Minnesota Twins and the University of 
Minnesota strike out devastating brain, nerve, and 
muscle disorders at the premier baseball charity 
event of the year.

Join Minnesota Twins baseball greats as they 
gather to gear up for the 2012 season while 
helping to advance leading medical research at 
the University of Minnesota. 

Proceeds from Diamond Awards support the 
University’s innovative research and patient care 
in ataxia, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, 
Parkinson’s disease, and ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease).

Tickets are $150 each ($100 is tax-deductible).  
Purchase yours or find more information 
about the event at www.
minnesotadiamondawards.org.

2012 diamond awards thursday, january 26, at target Field

save
the
date
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A neuropathy test developed 
by William Kennedy, M.D., 
M.S., challenges patients 
to find tiny bumps on an 
otherwise smooth surface. 

Peripheral neuropathy, a painful nerve disorder 
that causes numbness in the hands and feet, 
often accompanies such diseases as cancer, AIDS, 
and diabetes. In fact, at least half of all people 
who have diabetes will eventually develop some 
form of neuropathy.

University of Minnesota neurologist William 
Kennedy, M.D., M.S., has been studying ways to 
diagnose and grade neuropathy for more than  
40 years. Along the way, he has often been stymied  
when trying to assess whether a person’s 
neuropathy was improving or deteriorating. 

“I would ask, ‘Are you better? Are you worse?’ 
Well, there’s no real quantitative analysis,” he says.

He was sitting at his desk pondering the problem, 
running his fingertips absentmindedly along his 
desk, when the epiphany struck.   

“I could feel the little particles, or bumps, in the 
surface of the desk,” he says, “and I thought, ‘that 
could do it!’” 

Several months later, Kennedy is immersed in his 
research project, which he calls “The Bumps.” His 
objective is straightforward: devise a quantifiable 

means for early detection and staging of 
peripheral neuropathy in people who have  
type 1 diabetes. 

Working with 103 people who either had or were 
at risk of developing peripheral neuropathy and  
166 healthy people for comparison, Kennedy 
fashioned a testing device that looks like a 
checkerboard. Inside each square are five 
colored circles, and embedded in one of those 
five circles is a miniscule “bump.” Each bump has 
the same diameter but a different height, ranging 
from 1 to 14 micrometers.

“Now when the participant rubs his index finger 
lightly across the checkerboard and says, ‘I 
feel the bump in the yellow circle,’ we know he 
felt it because he found it,” Kennedy explains. 
Each subject has to find three bumps, and the 
research team uses the smallest size he or she is 
able to find as that person’s baseline.

According to Kennedy, preliminary results 
indicate that his prototype is indeed an effective 
test for quantifying tactile sensation of finger 
pads and could become an important tool for 
diagnosing neuropathy in its earliest stages, when 
treatment is most likely to be effective. 

Now his challenge is disseminating information 
about “The Bumps,” as well as the testing unit 
itself, to the rest of the world. He’s made some 
headway; the device is now used in a handful of 
other hospitals throughout the country. “But we 
need to figure out, how can we mass-produce 
these devices for pennies instead of thousands?” 
he says. 

Not one to be intimidated by obstacles, Kennedy 
answers his own question.

“We’ll get it done,” he says. “Every project starts 
this way, and if you really want to get it done, 
you’ll do it.”

Overcoming bumps in the road
Longtime U neurologist develops a test for peripheral neuropathy  
in people who have type 1 diabetes

Photo by Scott Streble
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Since he and his colleagues identified the gene 
responsible for spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 
(SCA1) 18 years ago, Harry Orr, Ph.D., has not 
tired in his pursuit of a cure. 

Ataxia—characterized by uncontrolled, 
uncoordinated movements, balance, or speech 
caused by dysfunction in the way signals are 
transmitted to and from the cerebellum—can be 
devastating. Hereditary types of ataxia such as 
SCA1 often affect families for generations.

Orr’s team, after cloning the SCA1 gene and 
developing animal models to understand how 
ataxia affects the body, is reaching another 
turning point in its work—developing several 
promising drug compounds that could one day 
be used to treat the disease.

And Orr has a new partner in this quest quite 
literally from the other side of the world. 

Hong Kong–based investor Zhao Danyang, 
who has a personal interest in helping people 
with SCA1, sought out the foremost experts on 
the disease. That search led him to Orr at the 
University of Minnesota. 

Now a $50,000 gift from Zhao has allowed Orr’s 
team to work with the College of Pharmacy’s 
Institute for Therapeutics Discovery and 
Development to try to make a half-dozen lead 
candidate compounds for treating SCA1 “drug-

compatible.” This 
means that they’d be 
“not just chemicals 
you pull off the shelf 
but something you 
could see actually 
giving to a human 
patient,” Orr explains.

Some of those can-
didate compounds 
are drugs that are 
already used to treat 
other diseases, and 
some are brand new. 
Depending on which 
compounds show 
the most promise 
in treating SCA1 in animal models, Orr says, 
human clinical trials could begin in the next five 
years.

“It’s an exciting time for sure,” he says.

Though solving scientific challenges in the lab 
certainly can be energizing, Orr says the people 
who suffer from SCA1 have truly kept him 
motivated throughout the years.

“They are a very special group of people,” he 
says. “You can’t help but be inspired by the 
courage they have.”

Research team finds a new partner in pursuit of a treatment for ataxia
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Harry Orr, Ph.D., directs the 
University of Minnesota’s 
Institute of Human Genetics.
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News from the Bob Allison Ataxia Research Center
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Using state-of-the-art magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) technology, University of Minnesota Medical 
School researchers may have uncovered a better 
approach to diagnosing epilepsy.

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder causing repeated 
seizures or convulsions. The most common type 
is temporal lobe epilepsy, which is caused by 
scarring inside the brain’s hippocampus.

Using a 7 Tesla MRI scanner at the University’s 
world-renowned Center for Magnetic Resonance 
Research, a team led by neurologist Thomas 
Henry, M.D., captured detailed images of the 
brains of eight people who have epilepsy.  

Most standard clinical MRI machines have a 
strength of 1.5 or 3 Tesla. The higher the field 
strength, the more detailed the image acquired by 
the machines.

These clearer MRI images allowed Henry and 
his colleagues to more accurately find scar 

tissue associated with temporal lobe epilepsy—a 
critical finding because when medications fail to 
control epileptic seizures, it’s often possible for 
neurosurgeons to remove scars from the brain  
to stop the seizures. Healthy parts of the brain 
are left untouched and actually begin to function 
better after seizures stop.

“There is huge potential here to improve patient 
care,” Henry says. “When you see how much 
clearer these 7 Tesla images are compared with 
standard MRI, it’s sort of like reading fine print 
with a magnifying glass versus the naked eye. 
The possibility of using 7 Tesla MRI to find brain 
lesions that were missed on current brain scans 
is likely to be very helpful in epilepsy and many 
other conditions.”

The study was funded by the National Institutes 
of Health and the Keck Foundation. It appeared 
in the october issue of the journal Radiology.
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